
Market Segmentation

Some distinct market segments identified with the Christmas market are
those who have young families, families with teenagers, or those families
where the children have grown up and left home (empty nesters) and
grandparents.There are also young and older single men and women. In
addition to this lifestyle segmentation, marketers have also identified the
relationship people have with Christmas and their attitude towards it.
They have discovered a spectrum of mindsets towards Christmas.These
range from people who feel totally engaged to those who are seriously
disaffected with it.

Four main mindsets have been identified. There are those who revel in
Christmas, who love the buzz and the activity, buying presents, decorating
the tree "even enjoying the last minute shopping".Then there are those who
make an effort, who enjoy Christmas, but not with quite the same fervour
as the Revellers.The third group is made up of those who participate, but
with less enjoyment. They may celebrate out of a sense of duty. "It’s Ok,
you have to really, don’t you", is a typical comment from this group. Finally,
the last category identified by marketers is those who are disengaged,
who see Christmas "as one big disappointment, it’s just not worth the
bother".Whichever of these mindsets people have will affect their attitude
to receiving and giving presents.

The Novelty of
Calendar Events

Undoubtedly, children are the most
important group of people at Christmas
and confectionery is often marketed as a
novelty for them.The tree, very much a part
of the symbolism of Christmas, is hung with
chocolate decorations. The advent calendar,
once a deeply religious icon, has been
adopted by marketers as a seasonal reason
for eating chocolate. The selection box has
become a traditional part of Christmas
morning.

Christmas
Christmas is the holiday most associated with
gifts. It is a chance to give and receive presents,
to express appreciation, to take a rest and
celebrate with our family. It has, in western
societies, and increasingly in societies where it
has no religious significance, become the major
festival of giving. Confectionery is one of the
most acceptable presents being used as a gift to
many different categories of people including friends,
family and colleagues.

Easter
Easter is another religious festival and is also seen as the symbol of spring.
Chocolate Easter Eggs are given as gifts.Whereas the Christmas break is
a time for comfort and self-
care, Easter is seen as a
time of revival and
looking forward to
the summer. The egg
represents new birth
and Celebrations see
itself as an appropriate
confectionery for this
time of the year, with its
emphasis on fun, on youth
and on sharing.
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Celebrations’
In this case study we look at the ‘Celebrations’ brand, and how it
addresses the phenomenon and marketing concept of ‘gifting’. The
Celebrations marketing team recognises and targets important
calendar events and seeks to keep the brand vibrant throughout the
rest of the year, by consistently targeting distinct market segments
and identifying new opportunities.

The whole concept of exchanging gifts is a very important part of
consumer behaviour. Marketers study it with great interest, because it
presents opportunities to create products which meet the particular

gifting needs of the consumer
at a  spec i f ic  t ime .

The way we give 

presents reflects both how we feel about ourselves and the recipient.
Gift giving in many societies is often ritualised, connected to calendar
events and intertwined with aspects of culture. In western societies
we exchange gifts at certain times of the year. Big events include
Christmas, Easter, birthdays, and on occasions like Mother’s Day.

For marketers of many products, especially chocolate, these times of
year are very important because consumers are actively seeking out
presents and are spending more of their disposable incomes on
frivolous items than at any other time. Masterfoods, who make
Celebrations, puts a lot of effort into ensuring that it has products
that suit a range of people of different ages with differing tastes,
aspirations and attitudes towards Christmas. This is known in
marketing terms as segmentation.
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Consumer Behaviour -
Understanding Cultural

Differences 

We now think of gifts in terms of calendar events such as Christmas, Easter

and birthdays.The exchange of gifts is also important in older societies and

in other cultures with a number of different types of gifts. Some are given

freely as a token of love and affection; others are ritualised, where it is

expected that there will be a return.This is known as reciprocity.

In Japan, gift giving is of great social importance and when the Japanese go
on holiday they often spend a lot of time and money on buying gifts. In
most societies giving gifts is socially important, indicating the status of the
receiver and the giver and also marking occasions, such as when visiting,
when making a romantic gesture or saying thanks. Chocolate is very often
the gift of choice. It provides a feeling of caring and yet is sufficiently neutral
to be acceptable to most people.

Brand Development and
Filling Portfolio Gaps

A company needs to ensure that it has a range of products that can match
those of its competitors set. A company like Masterfoods, when considering
development prospects, examines its product range to identify areas
where it is weak, where its competitors are strong or if there is a gap in
the market. No company wants to lose a brand loyal customer to a

competitor through a missed opportunity.

Masterfoods saw that it needed a range of chocolates
to compete in the boxed/assortments category. It

launched Celebrations in 1997 and filled
a gap in its product portfolio and in the

market. Masterfoods approached
this in an innovative way by using

or leveraging familiar chocolate
brands. It turned these into
twist wrapped bite size sweets

and created a distinctive easily
recognisable brand identity known

as ‘Celebrations’.

Brand Identity 
Having a brand identify is very important. Masterfoods ensures there is a
UBI (Universal Brand Identifier) used in all off-pack
communication. This means that a consistent message is conveyed
about the brand. The UBI should be simple, recognisable,
memorable, unique and long lasting. It should instantly bring to
mind the Celebrations brand and all that is associated with
it, especially the concept of sharing and present giving.
The Celebrations Icon is very strong and suggests
bursting 

The colours are very vivid and the advertising
reinforces the core message of "it’s worth
celebrating." Everything that is communicated
about the brand reinforces this message of fun
loving, spontaneity and sharing.

Packaging
Packaging plays a major part in strengthening brand identity. In the
category of gifts, it becomes a huge part of the overall product. There is
the feeling that gifts should lift the spirits of those involved and initial
impact is therefore important.

Christmas and Easter marketers pay particular attention to the
packaging. Celebrations has a high awareness of packaging for the
special occasion. Seasonal packaging is a key issue for Celebrations
in meeting the distinct needs of the Christmas and Easter market
where a high intrinsic value is required.Yet the Celebrations brand
needs to remain appropriate for the rest of the year when gifts are
required for more informal occasions. Masterfoods also has to pay
attention to the range of sizes of the product. It wants to make
sure that there are small sizes that children can give, sizes
that can be used as a top-up or extra present,
right through to the family tin of Celebrations
which is seen as a total present in its own
right. Packs available include trial packs to
generate trial and awareness, everyday gift
packs, big occasion-specific packs for key
seasonal times, year round sharing packs and
Easter Eggs.

Masterfoods is keen that its packaging conveys
the idea that Celebrations is the first choice
for both seasonal gifts and for all year round
occasions, including the new consumer
category of self gifting and informal sharing.

Self Gifting
Consumer needs and wants are constantly
changing and evolving. Changes often give
rise to new segments emerging and other
segments disappearing. Self gifting has
recently emerged as a new market segment and
created an opportunity which Celebrations has
embraced enthusiastically.

Self gifting is the idea of giving presents
to ourselves rather than waiting for a
special occasion or for someone to

give us a gift. Sometimes we need
to comfort or reward ourselves.
We may have had a bad day and
we need something to make us

feel better. On the other hand we may
feel that we need to reward ourselves for

something we have achieved.

Motivation theorists have pointed out that we all
have a need for recognition. Sometimes the
company, our colleagues or our family will give us
that recognition but occasionally we have to
provide it for ourselves. Confectionery is a
favourite option with Celebrations being often
chosen, because it gives a sense of providing an
occasion and a reward but is not too formal.We can
use it to provide an emotional benefit to make

ourselves and those around us feel better. Using theories
of motivation we can also see that Celebrations can satisfy

both social and self-esteem needs.

Sharing 
From an early age we are taught the value of
sharing, the need to let others have a taste of
what we enjoy. Celebrations also recognises that
there are occasions where we buy confectionery
not so much as a gift, but more as something that
is to be shared around. This is often true at
informal gatherings, when going to the cinema, at
parties or when staying at home. "When
something happy and meaningful happens I want
to share it with those I am close to in a
spontaneous way" is how one consumer
described it.

Celebrations provides bite-sized, twist wrap,
miniature versions of familiar chocolates. This
means that people can choose the one they like
which reinforces the concept of sharing.

Conclusion

As we have seen from this study, Masterfoods
addressed a number of marketing issues when it
created Celebrations. It created the brand from
existing products, filled a gap in its product portfolio,
it explored the category of gifting and exploited
opportunities presented by gift occasions. The
company now seeks to extend this beyond

calendar events. It sees the brand as one that gives
consumers value because they are already familiar with

the brand and recognise that that it is informal, sociable
and witty. www.mars.com
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About Masterfoods

Masterfoods, formerly known as Mars, was founded in 1922

by Frank Mars. It was originally based around the founder’s

idea to produce a portable version of a chocolate malted

milk. Thus, the Mars bar was born. The company now has

branded snack food and pet care products as well as a very

successful vending and Out of Home business. It is one of the

world’s largest FMCG businesses. Among its brands are Mars,

Snickers, Bounty, Starburst, Milky Way, Celebrations, Maltesers

and Twix. The company has considerable operations on every

continent all over the world.

TASKS & ACTIVITIES
1) Using theories of motivation suggest what needs might be

met by buying confectionery for :
a. yourself
b. your boss 
c. a colleague
d. a friend

2) Why is the Christmas and Easter markets so important to
the sellers of luxury goods?

3) What is meant by market segmentation? Using confectionery
as an example, give four types of lifestyle and four age groups
that a company might target.

4) Name four formal occasions when chocolate could be an
appropriate gift.

5) Name two informal occasions when chocolate could be an
appropriate gift.

6) Explain what is meant by Brand Identity. Why is brand
important to the product? Choose a product which you are
familiar with and explain why you think it has a strong identity.

7) Using the Internet as the starting point for your research, find
a complete definition for the term ‘empty nesters’. What
other terms are using to describe stages in the family life
cycle?

8) This case study discusses the importance of ‘seasonality’.
Identify 4 other product/service types or industries that are
heavily dependant on seasonal changes in demand.
a. How might Government Policy be used to alter this
demand?
b. How might a company try to change the level of demand
at a particular time of the year?
c. What are the economic lessons to be learned from
understanding the concept of ‘seasonality’? 

While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of information contained in this case study, no liability shall attach to either The Irish Times Ltd. or Woodgrange Technologies Ltd. for any errors or omissions in this case study.
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